RULES SUMMARY FOR MONUMENT SHADOWS GOLF COURSE (CLASS B)

The following summary of this year’s host course is provided to teams in advance so they’ll be better prepared for state golf from a Rules of Golf perspective. We encourage participating teams to review this document prior to their arrival at the MONUMENT SHADOWS GOLF COURSE.

See the NSAA’s course set-up for specific championship yardage.

**Front Nine - Hole #1** - Pond immediately left of the Teeing Area is a Red Penalty Area; Out of Bounds along the right side and behind the Putting Green. **Hole #2** - Out of Bounds along the right side. **Hole #3** - Out of Bounds along the right side and behind the Putting Green. **Hole #4** - Pond along the right side near the Putting Green is a Red Penalty Area. **Hole #5** - Out of Bounds behind the Putting Green. **Hole #6** - Out of Bounds along the right side and behind the Putting Green. **Hole #8** - Out of Bounds along the right side and behind the Putting Green; Ponds along the left side are Red Penalty Areas. **Hole #9** - Out of Bounds along the right side; Pond left of the Putting Green and areas behind the Putting Green are Red Penalty Areas.

**Back Nine - Hole #10** - Pond right of the Teeing Area and canal along the right side are Red Penalty Areas; Out of Bounds along the left side and behind the Putting Green; Maintenance Road along the left side is an Immovable Obstruction. **Hole #11** - Out of Bounds along the left side and behind the Putting Green; Street behind the Putting Green is Out of Bounds even if the ball ends up beyond the street on another part of the golf course. **Hole #12** - Out of Bounds along the left side; Pond along the right side is a Red Penalty Area. **Hole #13** - Out of Bounds along the left side and behind the Putting Green; Pond along the right side is a Red Penalty Area. **Hole #14** - Out of Bounds along the left side; Street behind the Putting Green is Out of Bounds even if the ball ends up beyond the street on another part of the golf course; Pond along the right side is a Red Penalty Area. **Hole #15** - Out of Bounds along the left side; Canal behind the Putting Green is a Red Penalty Area; Maintenance Road behind the Putting Green is an Immovable Obstruction. **Hole #16** - Ponds along the right side are Red Penalty Areas; Canal along the left side is a Red Penalty Area a short distance that switches to Out of Bounds; Maintenance Road along the left side is an Immovable Obstruction; Large Area along the right side beyond the ponds is Ground Under Repair. **Hole #17** - Out of Bounds along the left side; Large area along the right side is Ground Under Repair. **Hole #18** - Out of Bounds along the left side; Large area along the right side is Ground Under Repair; Pond along the right side, ditch in front of the Putting Green and pond left of the Putting Green are Red Penalty Areas; Out of Bounds behind the Putting Green.

As a reminder, if a ball is Lost or Out of Bounds, the player must take stroke-and-distance relief by adding one penalty stroke and playing a ball from where the previous stroke was made (see Rule 14.6). Artificial objects defining or showing Out of Bounds may not be moved; free relief is not permitted.

Yardage posts are Movable Obstructions. Staked trees are Immovable Obstructions.